Dynamically Enhanced Large Garden/RV Unit

Large Garden/RV Unit - Dynamically Enhanced

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
$1,237.00

Ask a question about this product
Manufacturer: Manufactured by Natural Action Technologies, Inc.

Description
This Dynamically Enhanced Natural Action Large Garden (House Unit Sized) Structured Water Unit is fitted with 3/4" garden hose connectors
for use in RV's, Trailers, Mobile Homes, or for more powerful structuring of water in Garden or Lawn Use.
The Dynamically Enhanced Natural Action Whole Garden Structured Water Unit is for the person who wants the full effects of dynamically
enhanced structured water for their garden or other use. The line of Dynamically Enhanced Units have a flow-form inside that is the same
structure and size as the flow-form in the current units, but is made from a combination of proprietary materials that dynamically enhance the
energy of the unit and create a static energy that exists even before the water flowing through the unit is structured (Learn More).
Structured water is most effective when consumed as close to its source as possible. Structured water has memory and will incorporate the
vibration of its immediate surroundings. Although it can be stored in five gallon containers for dispensing at a water unit, it tastes and feels best
immediately after it is processed by the Natural Action Structured Water Unit. The Natural Action Garden Structured Water Unit meets all these
needs. It can be easily and temporarily hooked up to a garden hose faucet. One end is designed to quickly screw onto a gardening faucet outlet.
This method is preferred when filling a container for a drinking water dispenser. Keep in mind this is structured water which has memory so
there might be slight changes in its effectiveness if it is stored for a bit of time or is stored in a plastic jug. At the other end of the unit there is a
fitting for the end of a garden hose with a sprayer which attaches to the other end of the Garden Structured Water Unit. If the water is filling
containers for drinking the unit should be attached directly to the outlet faucet or there will probably be a slight taste of the rubber hose picked
up by the structured water. This will not effect the garden watering as the structured water retains its alkalinity, micro clustering, oxygen
retention and reduced surface tension. It will break down the hard pan soil, leaching harmful salts deeper into the soil. The result will be
healthier plants and a reduction of standing water. Eventually your garden will require less watering, anywhere from 10-30%, depending on
individual soil conditions. It can be easily transferred from one garden outlet to another. It also works perfect for RV hookups so you can travel
the country with your unit and have Structured Water at your hook up site.*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug
Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

Dimensions: Length: 17 1/2 in.
Weight: 2 lb 3 oz.
Pipe Types: For 3/4" Garden Faucet Threaded
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FREE WORLDWIDE SHIPPING!*

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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